Calibration Tools

Featuring:
Calibration Adapter, Test Bar, Dynamometer, and Taper Check™
Calibration Tools
Calibration Adapter • Test Bar • Dynamometer • Taper Check™

Calibration Adapter
- Calibrate your table tool probe
- Available for CT40, CT50, and HSK63
- Comes with carrying case
- Ring gage included
- Certification included
- Comes with retention knob of your choice

Dynamometer
- Detect inadequate retention force in seconds without disassembling drawbar
- Modular components fit most machining centers
- Ensure original machine performance
- Maximize tool life, spindle life, and system rigidity
- Combat toolholder shank fretting

Test Bar
- Calibrated to align workpieces and holding fixtures
- Concentric to taper within .0002” T.I.R.
- Available in all BT, CT, and HSK shank sizes
- Comes with wooden box
- Certification included

Taper Check™
- Detect toolholder shank wear in seconds
- Ensure toolholder performance
- Comes with setup taper/master shank
- Available for 40 & 50 taper toolholders
- Combine with System II™ Drawbar Dynamometer to optimize the spindle-toolholder interface

Command calibration tools assure:
- Accuracy
- Reliability
- Repeatability